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ABSTRACT

Bankruptcy requirements as a legal basis for bankruptcy applications are only based on the burden of proof in a simple manner which results in the debtor being easily declared bankrupt by the court. This impedes the realization of the principle of justice that has been mandated in Law Number 37 of 2004 concerning Bankruptcy and Suspension of Debt Payment Obligations (SDPO). This article aims to analyze the basis of justice related to the bankruptcy of the debtor and the implementation of the bankruptcy test in relation to the request for bankruptcy submitted to the debtor. This study is a normative juridical research method that uses descriptive-analytic research. This study also uses library research to collect data and analysis data with qualitative juridical methods. The results show that the debtor’s bankruptcy application did not apply the Bankruptcy test. It is believed that insolvency test on the debtor’s bankruptcy petition is as a manifestation of the principle of justice that is in accordance with Pancasila by providing balanced protection among creditors, debtors and other stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

The monetary crisis that hit Indonesia since mid-1997 has had a very unfavourable influence on Indonesian economic stability.¹ The monetary crisis hit both Indonesian macro economy elements and the banking sector. In the macro economy, the crisis occurred in fiscal policy in the form of a depreciation in the Rupiah exchange rate. The

exchange rate of the Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) to the US Dollar sharply weakened twice only in a relatively short time between January-February and June-July 1998.\(^2\)

The fall of IDR exchange rate has, at minimum, had a negative impact on the national economy, including the occurrences of: a negative balance of payments due to a high debt exchange rates in foreign exchange as converted into IDR; as well as the capital deficit in companies that had already received bank credit because the value of their assets in IDR was insufficient anymore compared with the value of the IDR from foreign currency debt.\(^3\) The monetary crisis had caused various pressures for Indonesia, including to change its bankruptcy law. Bankruptcy is a general seizure of debtor's property either at the time of the bankruptcy statement or obtained during the bankruptcy proceeded for the benefit of all creditors, who at the time the debtor was declared bankrupt, conducted with the supervision of the authorities.\(^4\)

Changes in bankruptcy law were implemented to provide a way out from financial difficulties and guarantee the fulfilment of the interests of creditor companies by the debtor. The changes were made through Government Regulations in Lieu of Law Number 1 of 1998 on Amendments to the Law on Bankruptcy.\(^5\) The Government Regulations in Lieu of Law Number 1 of 1998 was stipulated to be a law through Law Number 4 of 1998 on the Stipulation of Government Regulation in Lieu of Law Number 1 of 1998 on the Amendment of the Law on Bankruptcy to be a Law. The latest amendment is through Law Number 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and Suspension of Debt Payment Obligations (SDPO).\(^6\)

Law Number 37 of 2004 has been used to date as a legal basis for resolving bankruptcy disputes in Indonesia based on several principles. One of the principles is the principle of justice. In bankruptcy, a principle of justice is a sense that the provisions on bankruptcy can satisfy the sense of justice for the stakeholders. This principle of justice is to prevent the occurrence of arbitrariness of the debtors who seek repayment of their respective bills from the debtor by ignoring other creditors.\(^7\)

In its implementation, the Law Number 37 of 2004 has not been able to provide optimal legal protection for debtors. Debtors categorized as established companies with high solvency levels such as PT. Citra Jimbaran Indah Hotel, PT. Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia (PT. Manulife Indonesia Life Insurance), and PT. Telkomsel can be easily declared bankrupt by the court. It is a legal consequence that arises because of the simplicity of bankruptcy requirements in Law Number 37 of 2004 that is only proven in a simple manner, without considering the debtor's ability to fulfil his/her obligations to creditors.


Insolvency is an inability to perform financial obligations fulfilment when it due as in business; or excess of liability compared to assets at a particular time. The condition when liabilities exceeds assets must occur within a reasonable period. Explanation of Article 57 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 37 of 2004 states that "insolvency" means the condition of being unable to pay. The situation of stopping to pay off debt due to inability to pay means that the debtor is in a difficult financial situation that causes the amount of the obligation to exceed the amount of the debtor’s assets.

Law Number 37 of 2004 does not regulate matters on the insolvency test. When in fact, the insolvency test is an essential step in the Law on Bankruptcy. The act of proofing is intended to ascertain the extent to which the debtor has the ability to fulfil his/her obligation to repay the debts to the creditors. The condition when the debtor is unable to pay should not be based solely on the assumptions constructed on legal presupposition. Instead, there should be evidence indicating that the debtor is actually in a state of insolvency or specific reasons that cause the debtor unable to perform his/her obligations to the creditors.

This absence of insolvency test in Law Number 37 of 2004 as the basis of the act of proofing for a debtor’s bankruptcy petition has several consequences in legal issues, namely it is considered too easy for a debtor to be declared bankrupt by the court. It is indeed, not only detrimental to the debtor’s business interest, but may also inflict losses to other parties related to the debtor’s business. Besides, the absence of insolvency test in Law Number 37 of 2004 is deemed not in line with the principle of justice in the Bankruptcy law.

Therefore, the article describes the following research question: How is the implementation of the insolvency test of the debtor’s bankruptcy petition in implementing the principle of justice? The goal is to provide equal protection among debtors, creditors and other stakeholders as the basis of judgment based on Pancasila.

2. Method

This article uses a normative juridical research method, namely a research that is used method to analyze legal norms contained in legislation and court decisions. In analyzing legal norm, the study uses a statutory and case approach.

The research specification in this study is descriptive analytical. The research aims to provide a detailed, systematic, and comprehensive description of the implementation of insolvency test on a debtor’s bankruptcy petition. Data collection in this study was conducted through library research to obtain secondary data. This study uses qualitative juridical methods for data analysis.

---

3. Analysis and Results

3.1. A Debtor’s Bankruptcy in the Perspective of Justice as Specified in Pancasila

Bankruptcy has a vital role in the conduct of the global business activities. Bankruptcy plays a role in providing legal certainty in the settlement of debts and disputes among business actors by regulating the protection of the interests of every party. Hence, no one suffers any losses or disadvantageous nor takes advantage of others. With the Commercial Court decision of bankruptcy, the debtors, by law, lose their rights over the control and management of their assets included in the bankruptcy as of the date of the bankruptcy decision. Bankruptcy results in all debtors' assets and everything obtained during the bankruptcy is in generalized seizure from as the time the bankruptcy is decided.\(^1\) The management and settlement of liquidation shall be carried out by the Curator under the supervision of the Supervisory Judge with the primary objective of using the sold assets to repay all the debts of the bankrupt debtor proportionally (prorate parte) and in accordance with the creditor structure.

Several reasons that cause a debtor’s bankruptcy: first, debtor’s inability to pay the debt, hence, a bankrupt statement should be applied to repay debts that are due/matured. The debtor's failure is due to: financial distress because of a slowdown in the debtor's business; or in fact the assets of the debtor are insufficient to pay the obligations to the creditors.\(^2\) Second, the debtor's unwillingness to pay the debts for various reasons, including: the creditors have not yet completed their obligations (exceptio non adempiet contractus); the debtor considered that the debt transfer is invalid; the debtor deemed that the debt is not due; or a conduct of debt restructuring.

The purpose of bankruptcy is the division of debtor's assets by the Curator to all creditors by impartially observing the rights of each creditor. Thus, in the implementation of general seizure, confiscation and execution by an individual creditor must be avoided. The creditors must cooperate (concurso creditorum) in accordance with the provisions stipulated in Articles 1131 and 1132 of the Civil Code on the debtors' responsibility for their debts.

Bankruptcy is further execution of the provisions of Article 1131 and Article 1132 of the Civil Code. Bankruptcy is used as an alternative settlement obligation (debt) for debtor against the creditors being more effectively, efficient and proportionate.\(^3\) Both regulations provide certainty to creditors that all the debtor's existing and new assets will be present in the future (Article 1131 of the Civil Code) to be joint collateral for all creditors in a balanced or proportional manner, except for creditors with the preemptive right (Article 1132 of the Civil Code). Accordingly, Articles 1131 and 1132 of the Civil Code are general provisions (legi generali), whereas regulation on Bankruptcy regulates in a more specific scope the mechanism for settling debtor’s debt payments that is fair and proportionate to all creditors. Therefore, justice is fundamental in the settlement of bankruptcy cases in the Commercial Court.

Justice is one of the most important objectives of law, in addition to legal certainty, usefulness and order. There are four values as important foundations for a good

---


human life, namely justice, truth, law and morals. But justice is the highest virtue, as stated by Plato: "Justice is the supreme virtue which harmonize all other virtues". The principle of justice in Law Number 37 of 2004 aims to avoid a dispute over the debtor's property by some creditors in collecting the debt employing dishonest acts or by an arbitrary action without considering other creditors. In the event of bankruptcy, it is expected that the debtor's assets can be used to pay the debts to the creditors fairly and equally.

It can be understood that the law-maker purposefully includes the principle of justice in the General Explanation of Law Number 37 of 2004 so that bankruptcy institution can protect the interests of each creditor in solving the debt payment settlement to the debtor. Hence, the principle of justice in the General Explanation of Law Number 37 of 2004 is in line with the concept of justice based on the Second Principle of Pancasila, namely "Fair and Civilized Humanity".

The Second Principle of the Pancasila, namely, "Fair and Civilized Humanity" contains the value of justice within individual relationships, through the realization of the rights and obligations of each individual, equal treatment for same individuals, and different treatments for different individuals, as well as providing a balance between rights and obligations for each individual. The arrangement of relations between debtors and creditors in resolving disputes on debt through bankruptcy institutions aims to guarantee the individual rights of all creditors to obtain the same rights in seeking payment for their debt.

The principle of justice in Law Number 37 of 2004 emphasizes the importance of guaranteeing creditors' rights. Hence, the norms on bankruptcy in Article 2 Paragraph (1) in conjunction with Article 8 Paragraph (4) of Law Number 37 of 2004 also become simple and easy. Every creditor, individually, may collect payments of their respective receivables from the debtor by filing a bankruptcy petition to the Commercial Court due to the straightforward requirements and an act of proofing. However, it is equally important and should also be a legal consideration in the bankruptcy petition of the debtor is the interest of the debtor itself, especially if the debtor is a business entity or a company.

The debtor as a business entity or company has relationships with the interests of other stakeholders, such as state interests, of tax revenues from the debtors that will be useful to finance programs to improve community development in supporting the improvement of the national economy; the interests of the workers who depend their lives on the debtors, consumers or debtor customers, suppliers that supply the business needs of the debtors, and so on. If a debtor who is a business entity or a company is declared bankrupt, the consequences will not only affect the debtor but will also create problems in the form of reducing of state revenues from the tax sector, termination of employment for the debtors' employees, broad impact on consumers or even economic dislocation.

The impact caused by the ease of bankruptcy petition for debtors, especially if the debtors is business entities or companies, should be prevented by expanding the

meaning of the principle of justice in Law Number 37 of 2004. The principle of justice should not be interpreted in a narrow sense, i.e., only based on The Second Principle of Pancasila that is "Just and Civilized Humanity" in order to guarantee the individual rights of each creditor to obtain equal rights in seeking payment from the debtor. But, the principle of justice in a debtor bankruptcy should link "justice based on humanity" in the Second Principle with "social justice" in the Fifth Principle of Pancasila. It follows the coherent nature of Pancasila where each of the five Principles is interrelated and not contradictory.

The principle of "Social Justice for All Indonesian People" is a reference in achieving a fair and prosperous society. Social justice is realized for all Indonesian people.16 The value of justice contained in the "Social Justice for All Indonesian People" Principle should be realized in everyday life, in the context of social justice aimed at the well-being of all the people.17

Based on the Second and Fifth Principle of Pancasila, the debtor bankruptcy does not only accommodates the interests of the creditors, but also the benefits of the debtor, including considering the tax for the state, the interests of employees, the interests of consumers, the interests of suppliers, as well as the interests of investment security and certainty. It is because bankruptcy does have not only legal consequences for the debtor but also influences the interests of other parties related to the debtor's business activities.

A debtor’s bankruptcy, in the perspective of justice that is based on the Second and the Fifth Principle of Pancasila implies that justice in Bankruptcy Law does not only meant to guarantee the individual rights of each creditor but also in a broader context, namely "Social Justice" to safeguard and protect the rights of debtors, including the interests of other parties related to the debtor's business activities. The implementation of this principle of justice in considering a debtor’s bankruptcy is conducted by providing the opportunity for debtors to continue to carry out their business activities. Therefore, it is expected that the debtor will be able to repay the debts to all creditors. Thus, the debtor is protected from bankruptcy.

The principle of justice in bankruptcy means that starting from the consideration to the implementation of the bankruptcy of assets, it should pay attention to the interests of creditors and debtors, interests between creditors, and the interests of creditors and bankrupt debtors, all of which are carried out proportionately.18

3.2. Implementation of Insolvency Test towards Debtor’s Bankruptcy Petition

Bankruptcy petition becomes debtors’ financial means of escaping debt problems because they are no longer able to pay the debts to their creditors. In this state of inability to repay matured debts, if the debtors are aware, can be a step to apply for a bankruptcy decision to obtain a bankruptcy status, or the determination of bankruptcy

---

status by the court if there is any evidence found that the debtor does not have the ability to repay debts that have already been matured and become payable.\textsuperscript{19}

The requisite of bankruptcy as regulated in Article 2 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 37 of 2004 is indeed simple. Debtors who are still able to pay debts can be declared to bankrupt by the court of justice when the requisite of bankruptcy which only requires debt; one of the debts has enough time and can be billed; and the debtor has at least two or more creditors have normatively fulfilled.\textsuperscript{20}

Referring to the provisions of Article 2 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 37 of 2004, debtor’s application for bankruptcy decision must meet the following requirements:

\begin{itemize}
\item[a.] The Debtor Has Two or More Creditors (\textit{concursus creditorum})
\begin{itemize}
\item This requirement means that the debtor has a debt to two or more creditors. The debtors, in this case, are people who have debts due to agreements or laws that the repayment can be collected in court, while creditors are persons who have the credit/account receivables due to agreements or laws that can be collected in court.
\end{itemize}
\item[b.] Failing to Pay at least One Debt that Has Matured and Become Payable
\begin{itemize}
\item The statement of failing to pay at least one debt that has matured and become payable means that the principal debt or interest that is not paid. However, in the explanation of Article 2 Paragraph (1) of Law Number 37 of 2004, it is stated that the obligation to pay debts that have matured and become payable because it has been agreed, due to the expediting of the transfer time as agreed, because of the imposition of penalties or fines by the authority, because of court decisions, arbitrators, or arbitral tribunals.
\end{itemize}
\item[c.] Either at the Request of the Debtor or the Request of One or More Creditors
\begin{itemize}
\item Applications for bankruptcy can be submitted by the debtors themselves when they realize that they are no longer able to pay debts to the creditors. The request for debtor’s bankruptcy can also be submitted by one or more creditors. Particularly for separatist and preferential creditors, they can file for debtor’s bankruptcy without losing the preemptive right over collateral goods from the debtor’s assets. In the event of a bankruptcy filed by a married debtor, then the application can only be submitted with the approval of the husband or wife unless there is no mixing of assets. In addition to being able to be filed by debtors and creditors, Article 2 of Law Number 37 of 2004 also provides the authority to submit debtor bankruptcy petition to the Commercial Court as proposed by the Office of the District Prosecutor, Bank Indonesia, Capital Market Supervisory Agency, or by the Minister of Finance.
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

A debtor’s bankruptcy petition that requires failing to pay off at least one debt, becomes a highly important part. It is to ensure that even though some debts have been paid, but if all the debts have not been paid, then the debts can be used as a basis for applying for bankruptcy of the debtor.

A debtor’s bankruptcy petition that requires failing to pay off at least one debt that has matured and become payable is not distinguished/differentiated whether the debtor

simply does not want to pay his/her creditor for specific reasons, for example in the case of the creditor does not carry out the agreement as previously agreed upon, or instead whether the debtor is in a state of being unable to pay off his/her debts.

The vague description of a condition when debtors are truly incapable as one of the requirements for bankruptcy caused many debtors in the forms of business entities or companies to easily been declared bankrupt by the Court. It includes PT. Citra Jimbaran Indah Hotel, PT. Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia (PT. Manulife Indonesia Life Insurance), and PT. Telkomsel. These debtors are companies in Indonesia with a vast number of employees and consumers, have a high level of solvency and have good business prospects with estimated assets greater than their debts. However, these debtors can easily be declared bankrupt by the Court only because they fail to pay off in full one debt at the time of maturity and become payable'. Of course, it can cause a multiplier effect that disrupts the stability of the national economy.

The condition when the debtor is deemed easy to be declared bankrupt by the Court is a legal consequence of the fact that insolvency test is not stipulated in the Law Number 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and SDPO. All this time, the verification of bankruptcy applications has not been carried out through insolvency tests, but only based on simple evidence as stipulated in Article 8 Paragraph (4) of Law Number 37 of 2004, namely: “The petition for declaration of bankruptcy shall be granted if there are facts or circumstances summarily proving that the conditions for a declaration of bankruptcy as referred to in Article 2 Paragraph (1) have been met.”

There are two factors to consider the need for insolvency tests as a model of proof in the bankruptcy process. Firstly, in several bankruptcy cases such as the bankruptcy case of PT. Citra Jimbaran Indah Hotel, PT. Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia (PT. Manulife Indonesia Life Insurance Indonesia), and PT. Telkomsel, there is an indication showing that the debtor’s position is fragile without any performance of an insolvency test. Although the business activities of the debtors were at the right level of solvency and had the ability to continue their business, the debtors were still easily declared bankrupt by the court. Secondly, a simple act of proofing as stipulated in Article 8 Paragraph (4) of the Law Number 37 of 2004 and SDPO caused debtor’s bankruptcy petition to be easily granted by the Court, that was only based on facts or circumstances that are proven to be simple that the bankruptcy petition requirements have been fulfilled. It further confirms that granting a bankruptcy petition should require proof that is not too simple. Hence, the insolvency test is the right choice to replace a simple act of proofing to determine whether the debtor deserves to be declared bankrupt or not.

Based on the considerations above, bankruptcy law in Indonesia should implement a concept, namely: "An insolvency test to a debtor’s bankruptcy petition". The idea of insolvency test aims to prove that the debtor has two or more creditors and is unable to pay off the debt to most creditors who have matured and become payable. Proof of bankruptcy petition is based on facts or circumstances that are proven utilizing insolvency test through ‘going concern’ audit assessment by the auditor from the public accountant that the requirements for being declared bankrupt have been fulfilled.

The scope of the implementation of insolvency tests to a debtor’s bankruptcy petition includes the requirements and proof of bankruptcy. If previously the condition for
bankruptcy petition as stipulated in Article 2 Paragraph (1) of the Law Number 37 of 2004 on Bankruptcy and SDPO is when "A debtor having two or more creditors and failing to pay at least one debt that has matured and became payable", the bankruptcy petition requirement is changed to "A debtor having two or more creditors and is incapable to pay off the debt to most creditors that have matured and become payable".

The phrase "incapable" is intended so that the bankruptcy conditions are stated explicitly and specifically that the debtor is genuinely in an insolvency condition to carry out the obligation to pay off the debts is not merely "not paying". Likewise, the phrase "most creditors" means that the debtor's inability to pay off his/her debts must be to most creditors, instead of just to one creditor. With these changes in bankruptcy conditions, debtors who are in solvency will not be too easy to be declared bankrupt and even the bankruptcy can be prevented as a form of legal protection for the interests of debtors and other stakeholders related to the debtor's business activities.

The act of proofing for bankruptcy petition cannot be proven based on facts or circumstances indicating that the bankruptcy requirements have been met as stipulated in Article 8 Paragraph (4) of Law Number 37 of 2004. The model of bankruptcy proofing of debtors who are genuinely incapable of carrying out their obligations is through a concept of insolvency test. Therefore, the provision of Article 8 Paragraph (4) of Law Number 37 of 2004 needs to be altered to "the petition for bankruptcy must be granted if there is a fact or circumstance that is proven in an insolvency test through an audit of 'going concern' by the auditor of a public accountant that the requirements for bankruptcy declaration have been fulfilled".

The ‘going concern’ audit assessment or opinion for a debtor will be an essential consideration factor for the auditor to issue a ‘going concern’ audit opinion. Companies with high-profit growth tend to have reasonable financial reports, thus, there will be greater potential to get a reasonable impression from the auditor.21 The debtor must not merely refuse to pay his/her debts, but objectively, the financial situation of the debtor audited by a public accountant must indicate that the debtor is in a state of inability to pay his/her debts. To determine whether the debtor's financial condition is in a state of inability to pay the debts, in other words, if the debtor has been in a state of insolvency, it must be determined objectively and independently. It can only be conducted based on a financial audit by an independent public accounting firm.22

Financial statements can easily indicate whether the debtor is eligible to be declared bankrupt or not. The consideration is if the results of the financial audit by the auditor suggest that the debtor is still solvent, then the debtor should not be declared bankrupt or prevented from bankruptcy by giving him/her the opportunity to continue the business activities in order to fulfil his/her obligations periodically to his/her creditors in the future. If the audit results from the auditor indicate otherwise i.e., that the debtor is in insolvency due to the continuous loss experienced in carrying out his/her business activities, and/or the amount of the asset is much smaller than the debts, then the debtor is eligible to be declared bankrupt.

The insolvency test is one of the most critical steps in the bankruptcy petition process to determine the debtor's prospects. It means that if the debtor is declared insolvent, then bankruptcy becomes the last resort for the settlement of debt disputes between the debtor and the creditors. Conversely, if the debtor is still in a state of solvency, he/she will be allowed to improve the financial condition through the Suspension of Debt Payment Obligation. This is an opportunity for the debtor who is in solvent aims to enable the debtor to fulfil the obligations to all future creditors because, in principle, the debtor is not “hopelessly in debt”.

A debtor’s bankruptcy petition should be directed towards debtors whose liabilities are higher than their assets, thus, the assets must be divided proportionally to the creditors. Debtors whose debts are more significant than their assets are better to be declared bankrupt so that the creditors get a maximum return on their debt. Based on this philosophy, debtors who are liable to be declared bankrupt should be those whose assets cannot fulfil the obligations to the creditors.

This implementation of insolvency test is to fulfil the aspect of philosophical justice, namely to bring out the necessary elements and conditions for a just community life. The aforementioned conditions are a status that can empower debtors when the amount of their assets is higher than their debts, and that their business ventures can still run smoothly and bring profit. Debtors with such status will create the necessary conditions for a truly just community life as they become something to depend on for the lives of many people. Not only for the business community in particular, the stakeholders of suppliers of goods and services, but also the community in general. Therefore, it is more desirable if only debtors who are genuinely in an insolvency situation who are declared bankrupt.

The objective of the implementation of the insolvency test in Law Number 37 of 2004 is to implement the principle of justice based on the Second Principle of Pancasila i.e., "Fair and Civilized Humanity" and the Fifth Principle, namely "Social Justice for All People of Indonesia". The bankruptcy law in Indonesia does not only guarantees legal protection for each creditor to secure their receivables, but also provides equal protection to debtors who are still in good faith in resolving their debts and to be able to carry on their business.

By implementing the insolvency test on a debtor’s bankruptcy petition as a manifestation of the implementation of the principle of justice based on Pancasila, a philosophy of bankruptcy petition becomes one of the best ways out to escape from liabilities for a debtor. A debtor’s bankruptcy petition should not be used as a means to collect debts from the debtors, by declaring them bankrupt, preferably, bankruptcy should be used as a means of finding a way out of the financial difficulties faced by the debtor in fulfilling the obligations that have been due to creditors. Nowadays, the most critical matter is how to increase loan repayments through a better system; not merely a liquidation case but a rehabilitation case. The required system is the one that can guarantee the return of loans to the creditors, instead of just bankrupting the debtor.

4. Conclusion

A debtor’s bankruptcy should be based on the Second and the Fifth Principle of Pancasila, meaning that it does not only guarantee the individual rights of each creditor, but also guarantee and protect the rights of the debtor, including the interests
of stakeholders related to the debtor’s business activities, such as the interest of the country in the form of tax revenues, the interests of the employees, the interest of the consumers, the interests of the suppliers, as well as for the security and investment certainty.

In a debtor’s bankruptcy petition, there is no regulation on an insolvency test, instead, it provides facts or circumstances that can be proven in a simple manner that the requirements for bankruptcy have been fulfilled. Law Number 37 of 2004 should regulate the implementation of the insolvency test on a debtor bankruptcy petition in the context of implementing the principle of justice based on the Second and the Fifth Principle of Pancasila.

The implementation of insolvency tests on a debtor bankruptcy aims to prove that the debtor has two or more creditors and is unable to pay at least one debt that has matured and became payable to most creditors. A debtor’s bankruptcy petition is proven by an insolvency test through a ‘going concern’ audit opinion by an auditor from public accountants. Hence, only debtors who are truly in a state of inability to pay the debt who are eligible to be declared bankrupt.
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